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Abstract

A photometric analysis of three different s tar c lusters was produced f rom data obtained by the 

Las Cumbres Observatory (LCO) 0.4 m telescope: Messier 2 – NGC 7089, one of the oldest and 

largest MW globular clusters; the Beehive Cluster (Praesepe) – NGC 2632, a well populated, nearby 

open cluster of intermediate age; and NGC 2070 at the center of Tarantula Nebula, a very massive, 

very young open star cluster. Images were obtained in all filter bands f rom UV t o I nfrared, and 

analyzed with aperture photomtry using Photutils in Python. Color Magnitude diagrams were 

produced in U-B, B-V, V-R, and R-I, then compared with published color magnitude diagrams 

for each cluster. Estimates of main sequence populations were made. Results indicate a less well 

populated upper main sequence for Messier 2 (NGC 7089), consistent with estimated age of 13 Gyr; 

a well populated entire main sequence for Beehive Cluster (NGC 2632), consistent with estimated 

age of 900 Myr; and inconclusive results for NGC 2070 due to unsatisfactory signal to noise and 

telescope constraints.
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INTRODUCTION

The Hertzsprung-Russell Color-Magnitude Diagram

The Hertzsprung-Russell diagram, so fundamental to astrophysical theory, illustrates the

many relationships between physical parameters of stars and offers us a powerful tool for

understanding the varied populations of stars that we observe in the sky as well as their

evolutionary paths as they burn through their nuclear fuel. The primary structure of the

H-R diagram rests on the relationship between the ‘color’ of a star, and its ‘brightness’,

or magnitude. This ‘color-magnitude’ relationship can be more fundamentally understood

as a ‘Luminosity-Temperature’ relationship. When plotting the absolute magnitude (or

luminosity) on the vertical axis, and a measure of the color (temperature) on the horizontal

axis, a clear inverse linear relationship is illustrated.

Historical Background

This first H-R diagram (Figure 1. above) was produced in 1914 by the American astronomer,

Henry Russell (1877-1957). Both Russell and Danish astronomer, Ejnar Hertzsprung (1873-

1976), analyzed stars within a particular spectral type (color, temperature) and noticed that

within that spectral type there was a large range of absolute magnitudes (luminosities).

Using a version of the Stefan-Boltzmann equation which relates temperature, radius and

luminosity of spherical stars,

R =
1

Teff

√
L

4πσ
(1)

it could be shown that the radii of stars (their “size’) can be determined from their temper-

ature and luminosity. Russell termed the larger stars ‘giants’ and the smaller ones ‘dwarfs’

(Carroll and Ostlie 2017). When the horizontal and vertical axes use a logarithmic scale the

range of stella sizes fit largely in a neat band running diagonally from top left to bottom

right, termed the ‘main sequence’, with giant stars above the band and dwarf stars below

it. Lines of constant radius can also be plotted, and they run roughly diagonally too. These

relationships together lead to the conclusion that position on the main sequence is essentially

determined by stella mass. The Figure 1b. above shows a modern ‘color-magnitude’ diagram

derived from about 3000 stars, while Figure 1c. shows a theoretical ‘luminosity-temperature’
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diagram derived from stella spectral theory (Carroll and Ostlie 2017).

In 1956 Merle Walker used the tri-color photoelectric UBV system to produce color magni-

tude diagrams for a very young star cluster, NGC 2264, with an estimated age of approxi-

mately 3 million years. Walker points out the challenges of getting accurate color-magnitude

diagrams of young clusters: stars need to be in a clear group association; they must contain

both massive, bright stars, and low mass faint stars (nearby clusters allow both); there must

be minimum emission nebulosity (or you can’t see the faint stars); and preferably a small,

uniform interstellar reddening (Walker 1956).

In this report we detail a UBVRGI photometric analysis of three stella clusters Messier 2

(NGC 7089), one of the oldest and largest Milky Way globular clusters; the Beehive Cluster

(Praesepe - NGC 2632) a well populated, Milky Way open cluster of intermediate age; and

NGC 2070 at the center of Tarantula Nebula in the Large Magellanic Cloud, a very massive,

extremely young, open star cluster.

Theory

Stella Brightness

The Inverse Square Law for light tells us that the energy of electromagnetic radiation reduces

as the square of its distance from us This fundamental property of light allows us to relate

measured quantities from stars, like apparent magnitude (m) and radiant flux, (F) to intrinsic

properties of those stars, absolute magnitude (M) and luminosity (L), by using the Sun as

a reference value:

M = MSun − 2.5 log10

[
L

LSun

]
(2)

m = MSun − 2.5 log10

[
F

FSun(at10parsecs)

]
(3)

A star’s brightness is measured by the amount of electromagnetic energy received at a

detector (radiant flux F in Wm-2) which is some distance from the star. This apparent

magnitude of the star is related to its absolute magnitude by the distance, via the distance
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modulus equation:

m−M = 5 log10

[
distance

10 parsecs

]
(4)

If we know the distance to a star, say from parallax measurements, then we can apply

the distance modulus relationship to determine its absolute magnitude, and its luminosity

(Carroll and Ostlie 2017).

Peak Wavelength and Color Indices

We can think of stars as near perfect blackbody radiators, where all the light coming from

the star is due entirely to processes in the star. Blackbody radiation is a continuous spectrum

with some energy at all wavelengths, but there will always be a ‘peak wavelength’, λmax,

which supplies most of the energy. This λmax produces the primary color of the star, and

it is different for each type of star. There is a fundamental relationship between this λmax

(color) and the Temperature of the star, which is described by Wien’s displacement law

λmaxT = 0.002898 mK. Thus, by determining the peak wavelength from a star, we may

infer its effective surface temperature, Teff (Carroll and Ostlie 2017). A detailed spectral

line analysis for each star of the cluster would provide the effective temperature for that

star, but there is a quicker way, especially for clusters with many stars.

To determine the peak wavelength, astronomers measure the electromagnetic flux when

particular ‘filters’ are applied to the detector. These filters transmit the light only within

certain narrow wavelength regions, or ‘bands’. This allows us to determine the magnitude

in a particular band (ie. MUV , MBlue , MV isible). By subtracting two neighboring band

magnitudes, (ie. MUV −MBlue; or MBlue− MV isible), we achieve a ‘color index’ (eg. U-B, or

B-V). Color indices allow us to objectively determine a stars color, and therefore effective

temperature, which we can then use to determine other characteristics of the star, such as

size, mass, and age (Lubin 2022; Carroll and Ostlie 2017).

Stella Evolution and The HR Diagram

Stars form as an overdense region of interstellar gas begins to contract under gravity. The

gas cloud does not contract uniformly to a central point, but rather it contracts radially in
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several regions, encompassing different masses of gas. As such stars form in ’clusters’, with a

range of different masses. This range of masses is a fundamental property of the cluster and

is known as the initial mass function of the cluster (distribution of stars in each mass range).

The initial mass function is responsible for many of the characteristics of the cluster. The

result of this model of star formation is that the stars in a cluster all have roughly the same

composition, age, and distance from us. It then follows that the key distinguishing factor

for differences between the stars in the cluster is mass (Voyt-Russell Theorem)(Carroll and

Ostlie 2017).

Stars of different masses evolve in different ways, indicated by their ‘evolutionary tracks’

(Isochrones). Stars have ‘pre-main sequence tracks’, which indicate where stars sit on the

HR, before they get to the main sequence, and ‘post-main sequence tracks’, which indicate

where they sit on the HR after they leave the main sequence. If we can observe a star at a

particular position on a HR diagram, we can infer an approximate age for that star (Carroll

and Ostlie 2017).

Turn Off Points in Color Magnitude Diagrams

The theoretical ‘zero age’ main sequence (ZAMS) describes a very young cluster where the

stars are only just beginning their nuclear fusion processes in the core of the stars. The

main sequence will have larger mass, hotter, brighter stars in the upper left corner running

smoothly, diagonally, down to smaller, dimmer, lower mass stars at the bottom right. As

the cluster ages, the more massive stars in the top right, burn through their fuel quicker,

and burn out. This leads to an older cluster having no stars in that upper left corner, but

some cooler supergiants will be appearing in the upper right. As clusters continue to age,

we see many more stars ’turning off’ the main sequence, and evolving toward the red giant

section. Eventually, all the main sequence stars are gone, and we are left with mostly old,

cooler, red stars of intermediate size (Richmond, no date.).

A color-magnitude plot of most of the stars in the cluster, will reveal the location of this

main sequence ’turn off point’, where stars are leaving the main sequence, becoming redder

and less bright. The location of the turn off point can then be used to estimate the age of
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the cluster (Carroll and Ostlie).

FIG. 1: HR Diagrams at Different

Ages: (0 to 10 Billion years)

FIG. 2: Top:Young Cluster.

Bottom: Old Cluster

FIG. 3 above displays theoretical HR Diagrams at different Ages (0 to 10 Billion years).

These HR diagrams illustrate higher mass stars leaving the main sequence and migrating to

the giant sub branches. The theoretical main sequence turn off points are used to compare

with color-magnitude diagrams to estimate the age of a cluster (Richmond, no date). FIG. 4

above (Top panel) displays color magnitude diagram of NGC 1960, a young, open cluster (25

Myr)(Sanner 2000); FIG.4 (Bottom Panel) displays a color magnitude diagram of Messier

3, an old globular cluster (11.5 Gyr)(Carroll and Ostlie 2017).

Larger context of Importance of the Research

Detailed age analysis of star clusters provides a link between theory and observation allowing

the necessary fine tuning of theoretical models. The study of very old (10-14Gyr) globular

clusters assists in developing theories of galactic evolution (de Brito Silva et al. 2022), while

the study of young clusters contributes to theories of stella evolution and mass functions
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(Lodieu 2019).

While photometric analysis gives us a relatively simple inexpensive procedure for obtaining

an overall picture of the population of stars in the cluster, modern methods of stella spectral

analysis allow us to take a detailed spectrum of a star, determine its spectral class, and find

its place directly on the H-R diagram. We can then read off its absolute magnitude from

the vertical axis. This is powerful because it allows us to infer a distance, it’s ‘spectroscopic

parallax’.

distance (pc) = 10
(m−M+5)

5 (5)

By performing spectral analysis on many of the individual stars in a star cluster, all essen-

tially at the same distance, we multiply the robustness of these distance estimates.
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METHOD

TABLE I: Star Cluster Location, Distance, and Apparent Magnitude in the Visible

Star Cluster Constellation Distance(ly) Apparent Magnitude (mv)

Messier 2 – NGC 7089 Aquarius 55,000 6.5

Beehive Cluster (Praesepe) – NGC 2632 Cancer 600 3.7

Center of Tarantula Nebula - NGC 2070 Dorado 160,000 8

Data Collection

Data was obtained from Las Cumbres Observatory (LCO) between mid-October and mid-

November 2022, using their SBIG 6303 0.4 m telescope in 3k x 2k format. The CCD

(KAF-6303E/LE) images were obtained in 6 different filters: Bessel Blue; Bessel Visible;

SDSS Ultraviolet; SDSS Green; SDSS Red; and SDSS Infrared (see Table II below for

specifications). Ten images with integration time of 5 seconds each were obtained for each

of the 6 filters. 60 Images in total. Output formats of images were in .fits files.

TABLE II: Telescope and CCD Specifications

Read Noise (NR) 13.5 Pixel Size (Ω) 0.326 arcsec2

Dark Current (iDC) 0.3 @ T=0deg Telescope Area (A) 1257 cm2

Quantum Efficiency (Qe) 68% Telescope Efficiency (ϵ) 0.5

Data Analysis

The images where processed in both AstroArt, to stack images and create final tricolor im-

ages; as well as Python in Jupyter Notebooks, to create Color-Magnitude diagrams. Photu-

tils package was used for estimating and subtracting off background, detecting point sources,

and applying aperture photometry (see Appendix A Python Script for details).
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RESULTS

Summary Images

FIG. 3: Base Images: Raw base images with a 5 second integration time in each filter were

stacked (10 images) in AstroArt, to produce final Red, Green and Blue base images for

Messier 2, the Beehive Cluster, and NGC 2070.

FIG. 4: Tricolor Images: Final RGB Tricolor Images produced in AstroArt from red, green

and blue base images for Messier 2, the Beehive Cluster, and NGC 2070.
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FIG. 5: Messier 2 Aperture Photometry Plots:

Aperture Over Point Sources Detected in six different filter bands: From left to right, top

to bottom; Bessel UV; Bessel Blue; SDSS Green; SDSS Visible: SDSS Red; and SDSS

Infrared. Most of the point sources detected for Messier 2 are in the red band, with a

significant number in the infrared and green. Far fewer are detected in the blue; and only

very few in the UV.
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FIG. 6: Beehive Cluster Aperture Photometry Plots:

Aperture Over Point Sources Detected in six different filter bands: From left to right, top to

bottom; Bessel UV; Bessel Blue; SDSS Green; SDSS Visible: SDSS Red; and SDSS Infrared.

Point sources were detected in each of the six bands, with green, red, and infrared sources

slightly dominating the blue sources, and with fewer UV sources detected.
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FIG. 7: NGC 2070 Aperture Photometry Plots:

Aperture Over Point Sources Detected in six different filter bands: From left to right, top to

bottom; Bessel UV; Bessel Blue; SDSS Green; SDSS Visible: SDSS Red; and SDSS Infrared.

Point sources for NGC 2070 were primarily detected in the green, red, and infrared bands.

Blue point source detections were significantly reduced, and very few UV point sources were

detected.
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Color Magnitude Diagrams

FIG. 8: Messier 2 Color-Magnitude

Diagram (V-R)

FIG. 9: Messier 2 Color-Magnitude

Diagram (R-I)

FIG. 10: Messier 2 Color-Magnitude Diagram (B-V)

Messier 2 Color-Magnitude diagrams were prepared in three color indices (FIGs. 9-12

above)(Insufficient point source detection in the UV precluded a U-V plot). FIG. 9 il-

lustrates the majority star detection in the redder, older stars. The B-V plot in FIG. 10

illustrates a lack of stars in the upper part of the main sequence.
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FIG. 11: Beehive Cluster

Color-Magnitude Diagram (V-R)

FIG. 12: Beehive Cluster

Color-Magnitude Diagram (R-I)

FIG. 13: Beehive Cluster

Color-Magnitude Diagram (U-B)

FIG. 14: Beehive Cluster

Color-Magnitude Diagram (B-V)

Beehive Cluster Color-Magnitude Diagrams were prepared in four color indices (FIGs. 12-15

above). FIGs 12-15 show similar numbers of stars detected across the color indices. The

B-V plot in FIG. 15 illustrates a well populated upper main sequence.
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FIG. 15: NGC 2070

Color-Magnitude Diagram (V-R)

FIG. 16: NGC 2070

Color-Magnitude Diagram (R-I)

FIG. 17: NGC 2070

Color-Magnitude Diagram (U-B))

FIG. 18: NGC 2070

Color-Magnitude Diagram (B-V)

NGC 2070 Color-Magnitude Diagrams were prepared in four color indices (FIGs. 16-19

above). Fig. 17 illustrates the large numbers of point sources detections in the red and

infrared. Fig 19. shows a well populated middle main sequence, and a less well populated

upper main sequence.
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ERROR ANALYSIS

Magnitude Calibration

The CMD plots as presented are uncalibrated. All attempts were made to find reference

stars, and incorporate them into the code, however, a number of issues hindered this pro-

cess. Four reference stars with x,y coordinates were found for each cluster image, and their

magnitudes in the V band obtained from the Gaia catalogue. These reference stars were

the four brightest stars in the visible band from each cluster image. Messier 2 reference

stars were in the order 10th magnitude stars; Beehive Cluster reference stars were in the

order 6th magnitude stars; and NGC 2070 reference stars were fainter, in the order 20th

magnitude. When calibrating the Python code magnitudes, non-sensical magnitude stars

appeared in color magnitude plots. It is unclear to date how to resolve this issue. It is most

likely that when attempting to locate the reference stars from within the Python code, in-

correct stars were found, with inappropriate magnitude applied. What is needed is a highly

accurate method of position correspondence between reference stars obtained from RA and

Dec coordinates in a catalogue, with x,y coordinates of point sources detected by the Python

code.

Interloper Stars

The problem of foreground and backgound stars contaminating the actual ’cluster stars’

is significant. For Messier 2 and the Beehive cluster the issue is not as obvious, but for

the NGC 2070 cluster, the stars populating the CMD are undoubtedly not the stars of the

central cluster, but rather they are stars in the surrounding Tarantula Nebula.

Aperture Choice

The use of a chosen aperture to determine a point source flux introduces some degree of

error into the magnitude determinations. A number of different aperture values were chosen

(r=15, r=5, and r=4), which altered the flux magnitudes but did not significantly affect the

overall number of point sources detected, or the general pattern of the CMDs. This would,

I propose, affect the position of the main sequence relative to a calibrated magnitude scale.
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A second issue the aperture method unavoidably introduces is the accuracy of detections in

overcrowded areas, such as the center of the densely packed Messier 2, and globular clusters

more generally.

Signal to Noise

Signal to Noise calculations were carried out in Python using CCD and telescope specifica-

tions (see Table II, p8). A background Flux of 0.01 and an integration time of 5 seconds

was used to calculate signal to noise across a range of magnitudes from m=0 to m=30 (see

Appendix B for Python calculations). Results are as follows:

TABLE III: Signal to Noise for magnitude (0-30).

Magnitude 0 80066

Magnitude 5 8006

Magnitude 10 800

Magnitude 15 78

Magnitude 20 4

Magnitude 25 0

Magnitude 30 0

Messier 2 reference stars were in the 10th magnitude range. We estimate a range of magni-

tudes for the M2 cluster between 10 and 20, and a corresponding signal to noise range for

Messier 2 800-4. This is a reasonable S/N, however it would be improved by stacking 10 to

20 images before processing.

Beehive Cluster reference stars were in the 6th magnitude range. We estimate a range of

magnitudes for the M2 cluster between 6 and 15, and a corresponding signal to noise range

for Beehive Cluster of approximately 8000-78. This is a better S/N ratio than for Messier

2, however it would also be improved by stacking images before processing.

NGC 2070 Cluster reference stars were in the 20th magnitude range, and as such we estimate

very low signal to noise below 4 for these images, and thus the data has too much noise to

be useful.
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DISCUSSION

Messier 2

The Messier 2 cluster is large, centrally dense, globular cluster as shown in the base and

Tricolor images FIG. 3 and FIG 4. Point source detection in the Cluster was greatest in

the red filter, as illustrated by the aperture photometry plots in FIG. 5. Color magnitude

diagrams for Messier 2 (FIGs. 8-10) indicate a higher proportion of stars in the red part

of the spectrum. With very little detection of point sources in the blue and UV, as such

no U-V plot was produced. It is possible that a longer integration time (than 5 seconds)

in the blue and UV filters would be appropriate due to the lower photon detection in these

filters (pers. com. Dr Lubin). However, as Messier 2 is estimated to be more than 13 Gyr

old, it is sensical to see a larger proportion of point sources in the red filter. These very

old clusters are described in the literature as ’red and dead’ (Corroll and Ostlie 2017). The

B-V plot in FIG. 10 illustrates a lack of stars towards the upper left corner of the plot,

representing the upper part of the main sequence. We would expect to see this section of

the main sequence devoid of stars in an old cluster like Messier 2. We may compare our plot

with the following figure from the literature that illustrates the color magnitude relationship

for Messier 2 (V-R), where the upper part of the main sequence has turned off.

FIG. 19: Messier 2 Color Magnitude Diagram (V-R), NoirLab 2016
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Beehive Cluster

Beehive Cluster Color-Magnitude Diagrams were prepared in four color indices (FIGs. 12-

15, p14). The figures show similar numbers of stars detected across the color indices. The

B-V plot in FIG. 15 illustrates a well populated upper main sequence, which we would

expect to see in an intermediate age cluster like Beehive (900 Myr). We may compare with

Fig. 20 below, a color magnitude diagram from the literature prepared by StarObserver

with photometric data obtained by Johnson (1956). Our plots are consistent with the well

populated diagonal main sequence indicated in FIG 20, though the trend is not quite as

clear.

FIG. 20: Beehive CMD

NGC 2070

The distance to NGC 2070 of 157,000 Ly, three times as far as Messier 2, ensured that

the central star cluster was essentially unresolvable with the 0.4 meter telescope. Upon

reflection, Walker (1956) makes note of the importance of choosing nearby star clusters, so

that both bright and faint stars can be detected. He also notes that there must be minimum

emission nebulosity in order to detect the fainter stars. The Tarantula Nebula dominates

our images, and, in fact we are not detecting the central star cluster, but rather the nebula

and foreground stars. Coupling this with the very low signal to noise for the point sources

in these images, we propose an inconclusive result for the NGC 2070 star cluster.
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Conclusion

The photometric analysis of Messier 2, Beehive Cluster, and NGC 2070 from data obtained

by the Las Cumbres Observatory (LCO) 0.4 m telescope produced varying results across the

three very different clusters.

The Messier 2 base images were well enough resolved to produce a good Tricolor image as

well as data for color magnitude diagrams with a reasonable signal to noise ratio. The process

of producing the color magnitude diagrams highlighted significant challenges and provided

much room for error. As a result, the interpretation of the color magnitude diagrams was

cautiously made, with comparisons to color magnitude diagrams in the literature. The

resulting plots did appear sensical, and are consistent with a very old globular cluster.

However, there is certainly much room for improvement of the photometric software, as well

as a more nuanced approach to the choice of integration time across the filter range.

The Beehive Cluster base and Tricolor images clearly present a younger open cluster, and

the data for the color magnitude diagrams had a good signal to noise ratio. It is therefor

more reliable than the Messier 2 data. The well populated entire main sequence for the

Beehive Cluster is consistent with its estimated intermediate age of 900 Myr.

The base and Tricolor images of NGC 2070, while amongst the most striking of all the

images in the study, were in fact the least useful for photometric analysis. The three-fold

further distance to this cluster (than Messier) ensured that the telescope was not able to

resolve the central star cluster amidst the Tarantula Nebula. The point sources detected

were of foreground stars and nebulosity. The very low signal to noise values for the NGC

2070 data precluded us from providing any interpretation of the color magnitude diagrams.

In conclusion, this photometric analysis was a worthwhile first stage investigation into using

aperture photometry to analyse photometric data from a professional telescope. Further

investigations would provide an opportunity to choose more appropriate (closer, open) clus-

ters to analyse, and to test different integration times across different filters. With these

improvements, as well as those in the software, worthwhile photometric analyses could be

made, which would undoubtedly contribute to theories of stella and galactic evolution.
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APPENDIX B

FIG. 21: Signal To Noise Python Calculations
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